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Abstract 

Financial stock market data, for various reasons, frequently contain missing 

values. One reason for this is that, because the markets close for holidays, daily stock 

prices are not always observed. This creates gaps in information, making it difficult to 

predict the following day’s stock prices. In this situation, information during the holiday 

can be “borrowed” from other countries’ stock market, since global stock prices tend to 

show similar movements and are in fact highly correlated. The main goal of this study is 

to combine stock index data from various markets around the world and develop an 

algorithm to impute the missing values in individual stock index using “information-

sharing” between different time series. To develop imputation algorithm that 

accommodate time series-specific features, we take multiple imputation approach using 

dynamic linear model for time-series and panel data. This algorithm assumes ignorable 

missing data mechanism, as which missingness due to holiday. The posterior 

distributions of parameters, including missing values, is simulated using Monte Carlo 

Markov Chain (MCMC) methods and estimates from sets of draws are then combined 

using Rubin’s combination rule, rendering final inference of the data set. Specifically, we 

use the Gibbs sampler and Forward Filtering and Backward Sampling (FFBS) to 

simulate joint posterior distribution and posterior predictive distribution of latent 

variables and other parameters. A simulation study is conducted to check the validity 
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and the performance of the algorithm using two error-based measurements: Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE), and Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE). We compared 

the overall trend of imputed time series with complete data set, and inspected the in-

sample predictability of the algorithm using Last Value Carried Forward (LVCF) 

method as a bench mark. The algorithm is applied to real stock price index data from 

US, Japan, Hong Kong, UK and Germany. From both of the simulation and the 

application, we concluded that the imputation algorithm performs well enough to 

achieve our original goal, predicting the stock price for the opening price after a holiday, 

outperforming the benchmark method. We believe this multiple imputation algorithm 

can be used in many applications that deal with time series with missing values such as 

financial and economic data and biomedical data.  
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1. Introduction  

Financial stock market data, for various reasons, frequently contain missing 

values. One reason for this is that, because the markets close for holidays, daily stock 

prices are not always observed. Such gaps in information make it difficult to predict 

future stock prices using the most up-to-date market information. For example, the US 

stock market is closed on Christmas, so the S&P 500 is not observed on December 25th. 

When the interest is in predicting an opening stock index price of December 26th, the 

common practice is to use market information from December 24th. Such a forecast 

would arguably be better if a Christmas day price were known. Imputing plausible 

values for such gaps could play a crucial role in predicting a stock’s opening price on the 

following day.  

In this situation, information during the holiday can be “borrowed” from other 

countries’ stock market, since global stock prices tend to show similar movements and 

are in fact highly correlated. Holidays vary from country to country. So while stock 

prices are not observed in the US stock market on Christmas, for example, those from 

Japan are because Christmas is not a national holiday there. Therefore, the main goal of 

this study is to combine stock index data from various markets around the world and 

develop an algorithm to impute the missing values in individual stock index using 

“information-sharing” between different time series.  
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Missing values in data are often discarded for convenience. For example, a 

stock’s price on December 25th is dropped from a data set. However, eliminating 

incomplete cases with missing values can result in the loss of key information relevant to 

the inference. Moreover, it ignores possible systematic differences between incomplete 

cases and complete cases in the data. Sometimes missing values are substituted with 

plausible single values. One of the common methods in panel data is Last Value Carried 

Forward (LVCF). LVCF uses the last observation to impute the missing values. In the 

example of a stock price, the price on Christmas Eve is substituted for the missing price 

for Christmas Day. Occasionally used in the imputation are the mean value, mode, or 

other summary statistics. Single imputation, however, is also problematic because it 

does not reflect the uncertainty that arises from the prediction of the missing value. 

Researchers can take the model-based single imputation approach such as Maximum-

likelihood Estimation, which estimates parameters that produce the highest log-

likelihood, resulting in using full information and unbiased parameters estimation, but 

this will shrink the standard error of the target estimand downward. The practice of 

using multiple imputations, which by now has become a standard strategy for handling 

missing values, was first developed by Rubin (1987). This practice takes the uncertainty 

of imputed missing values into account by replacing them with a set of plausible values.  

Multiple imputation proceeds from a Bayesian perspective, where missing 

values are treated as unknown parameters and the information represented by these 
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missing value is expressed as the posterior predictive distribution, depending on 

observed values. Posterior predictive distribution of missing values, jointly with other 

parameters, can be obtained from the prior distribution of the missing values and 

unknown parameters and the likelihood distribution of observations based on Bayes 

theorem. The posterior distribution can be simulated using Monte Carlo Markov Chain 

(MCMC) methods and M sets of estimates of missing values; other parameters are 

drawn from this joint posterior distribution, making M-complete data sets.  These 

multiple draws form the posterior distribution reflect the uncertainty in predicting 

missing values. Estimates from each M-complete data set is then combined using 

Rubin’s combination rule, rendering final inference of the data set. Point estimates of the 

parameter of interest are the average of each point estimate from the M-complete data 

set, and the variance of the parameter is calculated using within-imputation variance 

and between-imputation variance.  

How to handle missing values in surveys and cross-sectional data has been the 

subject of many studies (Rubin, 1987, Little, 1993, Raghunathan et al, 2003, Reiter, 2006). 

What has yet to be studied, however, are missing values in time series data. One of the 

first studies to conduct multiple imputation on time-series data was Hopke et al (2001). 

They adopted the integrated first-order moving average model and extended it to a 

more complex model that also captured the seasonal effect of the time series. Honaker et 

al (2010) suggested a multiple imputation model for a specific type of data, called time-
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series cross-section (TSCS) data, which have T units for every N cross-sectional variable, 

often with T < N. The large number of N leads to computational difficulties, so Honaker 

and colleagues used bootstrapping to draw parameters from the posterior distribution. 

Multiple imputation models should be carefully constructed to incorporate unique 

features of time-series. The multiple imputation model used in this paper is designed to 

accommodate time series-specific features using state-space model for time-series and 

panel data.  

Represented in a state-space model are many financial and economic time series 

that have unobserved components. Time series analyses using the state-space model 

have been done in numerous studies, including Durbin and Koopman (2002), West and 

Harrison (1997), Kunsch (2001), Migon et al (2005), among many others. The state-space 

model has a set of state vectors, which contain unobserved stochastic processes and the 

observation is dependent on these latent state variables. A general state-space model 

consists of two parts: state variables (θ�) and observations (Y�) for each time period, t. 

States, often in a vector form, are latent, autoregressive, and affect the observation of the 

current time period. This makes the relationship between Y� and Y� modelled only 

according to the dependence between θ� and θ�, (i ≠ j), as can be seen in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Dependence structure for a state-space model 

 

A system of two equations, along with initial values, forms state-space models: an 

observation equation and a system equation. The observation equation describes the 

behavior of the observation in terms of state vectors and observational errors. The 

system equation depicts the evolution structure of state vectors over time. One benefit of 

using the state-space model is that it can be used for modeling multivariate time series 

in the presence of non-stationarity (West & Harrison, 1997). Typically, stock price data 

are non-stationary, especially when they follow a random walk, as in our model, 

described in Chapter 2. Results using non-stationary data are often unreliable in 

forecasting, so preliminary transformation is needed to achieve stationarity, which 

sometimes prevents us from investigating sudden movements and structural breaks in 

the time series. State-space models also allow terms to model trends, seasonality, and 

autoregressive features.  

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 details the dynamic linear model, a 

special case of the state-space model being linear and Gaussian used in this model. 

Chapter 3 goes through the process of estimating unknown parameters and underlying 

latent state vectors in the model using the Gibbs sampler and Forward Filtering and 
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Backward Sampling (FFBS). This is followed in Chapter 4 with simulation studies. 

Chapter 5 applies the algorithm to daily stock index data from five markets. Chapter 6 

wraps up this paper with a conclusion and further discussion. 
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2. Method 

2.1 Notation 

The multiple time series data used in this thesis, both in simulation studies in 

Chapter 4 and applications in Chapter 5, are in 2-dimensional matrix form: In rows are 

time periods and in columns are individual time series chains—indicating different 

stock indexes; time periods are denoted as t (t = 1, … , T), and time series chains as r (r =
1, … , R), resulting in a T X R matrix of multivariate time series data. Observation data 

matrix is denoted as Y, and the latent state matrix is denoted as θ. Both Y and θ have the 

size of T X R, and the [t, r] elements of Y and θ are notated as Y�,� and θ�,�.  Y� =
(Y�,�, … , ��,�) is the R-vector of observations at time t and  θ� = (θ�,�, … , ��,�) is the R-

vector of state at time t, serving as rows in θ. Y can be partitioned to the observed part 

and the missing part: Y = (Y���, �� !), where Y�"#! is a subset of Y� that are observed, and 

Y�� ! is a subset of Y� that are missing.  

 

2.2 Multiple Imputation  

2.2.1 Missing Data Mechanism 

Suppose Y is the data, partitioned to the observed part and the missing part, Y=
(Y���, �� !), θ is a vector of unknown parameters. Z = [z�,�] is the binary missing data 

indicator variable such that 

z�,� = &0    ( ,) *+ ,-+./0.11    ( ,) *+ 2*++*34   
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Then, the joint model (likelihood) of full data is 5(Y, Z|θ) = 5(�"#!, �� !, 7|�). 

This likelihood for full data cannot be evaluated since it depends on Y8��, which is also 

another unknown parameter. Hence, by integrating out Y8��, we get 59�"#!, 7:�; =
< 59�"#!, �� !, 7:�; dY8�� = < 597:�"#!, �� !, �; ∗ 59�"#!, �� !:�; dY8��. The missing data 

mechanism refers to the relationship between the probability of data missing and the 

observed values, i.e., 597:�"#!, �� !, �; here. The missing data mechanism (Rubin, 1976) 

includes Missing Completely at Random (MCAR), Missing at Random (MAR), and 

Missing Not at Random (MNAR). MCAR is when the probability of missing values is 

dependent on neither the observed value nor the missing values, i.e., 597:�"#!, �� !; =
5(7). MAR assumes that the probability of certain values are missing depend on 

observed values but does not depend on the value of missing observations, i.e., 

597:�"#!, �� !; = 5(7|�"#!). This is considerably a weaker assumption than MCAR. 

MNAR is a case where neither MCAR nor MAR hold. If MAR is assumed, the joint 

likelihood for full data becomes 59�"#!, 7:�; = 597:�"#!, �; ∗ 59�"#!:�; and we can 

ignore the missing data mechanism. Thus MAR is called ignorable. Priors for unknown 

model parameters and missing values π9�� !, �; are imposed and Y8�� are imputed, 

with M (>1) drawn from the posterior predictive distribution 59�� !:�"#!, 7, �;.  

An MAR assumption is reasonable here, as the data used in this study are stock 

price index data with missing values due to holidays that occur in each country. This 

study focuses on stock price indexes from July to September of 2009, reflecting the 
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markets in the U.S., Japan, Hong Kong, the UK, and Germany. Missingness due to 

holidays qualifies as missing at random: The probability of a specific day being 

designated as a holiday in any country is unrelated to the stock price on that particular 

day if the price had been observed. It may be argued, however, that some anomalies and 

seasonal trends exist in the stock market, like the January effect (i.e., stock prices tend to 

rise at the beginning of each calendar year due to optimism and the selling and 

subsequent buying of stocks to avoid tax) or pre-holiday effect (i.e., stock prices tend to 

rise before major holidays like Christmas and Thanksgiving, due to optimism and 

increased spending for retail firms), meaning stock price data is MNAR (Missing Not at 

Random). However, these anomalies are not observed consistently and no research 

result exists about these seasonal trends since the stock market is, generally speaking, 

efficient. 

 

 

2.2.2 Steps of Multiple Imputation 

The multiple imputation procedure follows three steps. First, for every missing 

entry in the data, imputation is conducted by drawing samples from the posterior 

predictive distribution M times, creating M sets of complete data, denoted as Y�@A,(8) =
9�"#!, �� !,(�);, 2 = 1, … , B. Let Q be quantities of interest, CD be its estimator, and U be 

the associated variance. Analysis is made on each M-complete data set individually: Q is 
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estimated using each complete data, denoted as CD∗� and the associated variances as U∗8. 

Valid inference can be made by simply combining inferences from M-complete data set, 

using Rubin’s combination rule (Rubin, 1987). A repeated-imputation estimator is the 

average of the M-complete data estimates, CFG = ∑ CD∗�G�I� /M and the variance 

associated with CFG is TL = MNG + P1 + �GQ RG, where MNG = �G ∑ M∗�G�I�  is the within-

imputation variability and BL = �GT� ∑ 9CD∗� − CFG;V9CD∗� − CFG;G�I� /(B − 1) is the 

between-imputation variability. 9Q − CD;~YZ(0, M) with moderate size of M, where ν =
(B − 1)(1 + /GT�)RG/MNG is a degree of freedom of the t-distribution and rL =
(1 + BT�)RG/MNG. A (1 − α)% confidence interval for Q is CFG ± t_ PàQ bYG.  
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2.3 Multivariate Dynamic Linear Model  

A dynamic linear model (DLM) is a special case of state-space models—linear 

and Gaussian (i.e., the joint distribution of {Y�} and {θ�} are multivariate normal). The 

general class of DLM models are represented with a quadruple {F�, f� , g�, h�}, called 

system matrices, and defined (West and Harrison, 1997) as follows: 

 

Observation equation:         Y� = t��� + u� ,                u� ∼ w(0, g�) 

System equation:         �� = f���T� + {� ,                {� ∼ w(0, h�) 

Initial information:        (��|��)~ w(2�, ��)                                      
 

where ν� is independent of ν�, ω� is independent of ω� for t ≠ s. System matrices 

may contain non-random components.  

The basic form of the model considered in this thesis follows that of Prado and 

West (2010)  

Y� =  �� + u�, u�~w(0, g� ∗ Σ�)                                                     (1) 

θ� =  ��T� + Ω� , Ω�~Bw(0, h� , Σ�)                                                (2) 

 

For each time period, there is a latent state θ� for each time series and the 

observed value Y� is assumed to be affected by this state with the observational error. 

The state value θ� follows random walk (i.e., G� = I) with the evolution noise Ω�. ν� =
[ν�,�, … , u�,�] is a R-vector of the observation errors at time t and distributed according to 
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multivariate normal distribution with mean vector 0� and variance-covariance matrix 

equals to g� ∗ Σ�. V� is assumed to be a known, multiplicative scalar to Σ�. Ω� =
[{�,�, … , {�,�] is a R-vector of the evolution errors with matrix-variate normal 

distribution, with mean matrix 0�, row variance matrix W� and column variance matrix 

Σ�. h� is a known, row variance matrix, and, in this model, a scalar. Finally, Σ� is a time-

varying, unknown covariance matrix between R numbers of time series. In detail, for 

two different time series chain i and j, cov9ν�,�, u�,); = g� ∗ ��, ,) and cov9ω�,�, {�,); = ��, ,) ∗
h� (i, j = 1, … , r, i ≠ j) 

The covariance matrix between time series Σ� is assumed to be changed slowly 

and unpredictably over time. Second, in this thesis, this covariance matrix is 

“discounted” as time progresses at a rate of β. Information available at time t, is denoted 

as I�. The posterior distribution of covariance matrix at time t-1 follows Inverse-Wishart 

distribution, (Σ�T�|��T�) ~ �h(3�T�, ��T�), where n and D are the degree of freedom and 

the scale matrix of the inverse-Wishart distribution, respectively. At the beginning of 

time t, the prior of the covariance matrix becomes (Σ�|��T�) ~ �h(� ∗ 3�T� − � + 1, � ∗
��T�). After Y� is observed, the posterior distribution is finally derived as 

(Σ�|��) ~ �h(3�, ��), where n� = 3�T� + 1 and D� = ��T� + .� ∗ ����� . This is described in the 

estimation section in detail.  

This study assumes multiple chains of time series to be highly correlated. The 

multiple time series are thought to have the same state evolution structure over time, 
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thus enabling us to extend the univariate dynamic linear model into a multivariate 

dynamic linear model. This type of time series chains is referred to, in Prado and West 

(2010), as exchangeable time series.  According to Hamao et al (1990), there exists a high 

degree of correlation among the stock price changes in major international stock indexes, 

which serves as the ground of assuming our data a multivariate exchangeable time 

series.  
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3. Estimation 

Imputing missing values can be done by treating missing objects as unknown 

parameters. In this model, state vectors, covariance matrices, and missing values, 

respectively {��}, {Σ�} and �Y�� !� for t = 1, … , T are the unknown parameters. In general, 

it is hard to obtain the analytic form of the joint posterior distribution and posterior 

predictive distribution of those parameters. Consequently, for the posterior simulation, 

the study uses the Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC; Gelfand & Smith, 1990) scheme. 

In this model, full conditional distribution for each parameter, given other parameters, is 

available. We use the Gibbs sampler to simulate joint posterior distribution and 

posterior predictive distribution. 

 

3.1 Gibbs Sampler 

The Gibbs Sampler is an iterative MCMC algorithm that enables generating joint 

distribution of multiple parameters from each of their “full conditional distribution.” For 

an R-dimensional parameter vector X, full conditional distribution is defined as 

p9��:�(T�);, where X(T�) = {X�, �a, … , ��T�, ����, … ��}. For each iteration s, Gibbs 

sampler cycles through R-number of full conditional distributions of parameters and 

draws values from them, conditioning values from the previous iteration:  

X�(!) ~ p PX���T�(!T�)Q 5,/ / = 1, … , �, + = 1, … , � 

As the number of iterations S increases, p(X(�)) converges to P(X). 
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 In this thesis, unknown parameters are divided into {(θ�, Σ�)} and {Y�� !} 

for all t and their full conditional distribution is denoted as p(θ�, Σ�|�� , ��� !) and 

p(Y�� !|�� , �� , Σ�). At each iteration s, a random sample of the parameter is drawn from 

their full conditional distributions:  

 

Pθ�(!), Σ�(!)Q ~ ¡ P��, Σ���� , ��� !,(!T�)Q 

P��� !,(!)Q ~ ¡ P��� !��� , ��(!), Σ�(!)Q 

 

As shown in Dawid (1981) and Press (1982), there is a conjugacy between the 

matrix-variate normal distribution for θ� and the inverse-Wishart distribution for Σ�. As 

θ� follows a matrix-variate normal distribution, which is dependent on Σ�, and Σ� and 

follows an inverse-Wishart distribution, (θ�, Σ�) jointly follows a MNIW (Matrix-variate 

Normal, Inverse-Wishart) distribution, that is   

 

(Σ�) ~ �h(3� , ��) 

(θ�|Σ�) ~ MN(M�, ��, Σ�) 

⇒  p(θ�, Σ�) ~ Bw�h(B� , ��, 3� , ��) 

 

Derivation of the full conditional distribution of Y�� ! can be found in Hoff (2009). 

Let ¤ be the subset of the index that Y� is observed and - be the subset of the index that 
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Y� is missing. θ�[#]
 is an element of θ� corresponding to the index in b, and Σ�[#,¥]

 is the 

submatrix made up corresponding to Row a and Column b of Σ�. Then the full 

conditional distribution of missing values is  

P9Y�� !:�� , Σ� , ��"#!; ∝ w P��#|¥ , Σ�#|¥Q 

where θ�#|¥ = θ�[#] + Σ�[#,¥] PΣ�[¥,¥]QT� P��"#! − ��[¥]Q and Σ�#|¥ = Σ�[#,#] −
Σ�[#,¥] PΣ�[¥,¥]QT� Σ�[¥,#]

 

 

3.2 Forward Filtering Backward Sampling 

To generate the latent state vector {θ�} and covariance matrices {Σ�}, Carlin et al 

(1992) suggested “state-by-state” simulation, which sequentially drew state variables 

one at a time from t = 1 to t = T. This technique can accommodate non-Gaussian, non-

linear class of state-space model but the convergence to the posterior distribution can be 

very low. For efficiency, this thesis adopts the approach developed by Carter and Kohn 

(1994) and Fruhwirth-Schnatter (1994), which generates all of the state variables at once. 

This technique is referred to as “Forward Filtering Backward Sampling” in Fruhwirth-

Schnatter (1994). Carter and Kohn (1994) showed that FFBS converges to the posterior 

distribution faster than the state-by-state approach.  

The FFBS algorithm consists of two parts: forward filtering and backward 

sampling. For each time t, let I� denote all the information available up to time t. Starting 

from the initial time period (t = 0) to the end period (t = T), information is updated from 
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I�T� to I� = { I�T�, Y�} every time Y� is observed. The forward filtering part sequentially 

updates components in evolution equations using the Kalman filter, obtaining 

p(θ� , Σ�|�� , ��� !, ��) for all t = 1, … , T. After it reaches the last period, we do the backward 

sampling, moving successively from time t = T to t = 1, simulating sets of states vectors 

and covariance matrix (�V:�, ΣV:�).  

 

Forward Filtering  We now describe the updating process for {θ�} and {Σ�}. At time t-

1, the posterior distribution of  θ�T� and Σ�T� are respectively 

(θ�T�|Σ�T�, ��T�) ~ MN(M�T�, ��T�, Σ�T�) and (Σ�T�|��T�) ~ �h(3�T�, ��T�), which leads to 

p(θ�T�, Σ�T�|��T�) ∝ Bw�h(B�T�, ��T�, 3�T�, ��T�), the posterior distribution of (θ�T�, Σ�) 

based on the all the information available up to t-1.  

At the beginning of time t, we assume the prior distribution of θ� given (Σ�, ��T�) 

to be MN(a�, �� , Σ�) and the prior distribution of Σ� to be �h(� ∗ 3�T� − � + 1, � ∗ ��T�). 

This leads to a joint prior   

p(θ�, Σ�|��T�) ~ Bw�h(¤� , ��, � ∗ 3�T� − � + 1, � ∗ ��T�) 

where a� = B�T�, is a mean matrix of θ�, 
�� = ��T� + h�, is a column variance matrix of θ�, 

β is the discounting factor for Σ� 
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As the likelihood distribution of time t is assumed to be (Y�|��, Σ�)~w(��, g� ∗ Σ�), 

the joint posterior of (θ�, Σ�) at time t follows p(θ�, Σ�|��) ~ Bw�h(B�, ��, 3�, ��) since 

(θ�|Σ� , ��) ~ MN(M�, �� , Σ�) and (Σ�|��) ~ �h(3� , ��). Each component can be calculated 

based on the following:  

 

Table 1: Detailed Calculation of Components in the Updating Equations for 

parameters 

Updating Equation for θ�|Σ� Updating Equations for Σ� 
M� = ¤� + §� ∗ .�̈  

n� = 3�T� + 1 

 

A� = ��ª�  

e� = �� − 5� 

f� = ¤� D� = ��T� + .� ∗ .�Vª�  q� = �� + g� 

C� = �� − §� ∗ C� ∗ §�V 

 

 

Backward Sampling After obtaining the posterior distribution for the parameters at 

each time period from 1 to T, we generate θ¨:� and Σ¨:�. At time t = T, 

(θ¨|ΣV , �V) ~ Bw�h(+V , �V , 3V , �V), where s¨ = BV , �V = �V. Then, for each t from T-1 to 

1, sample (θ�, Σ�) from (θ�, Σ�|�V) ~ Bw�h(+�, ��, 3� , ��), where  s� = B� + ���� ∗
(����)T� ∗ ���� ∗ (���� − ¤���) and �� = �� − �� ∗ (��)T� ∗ ��.  
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3.3 Joint Posterior Simulation 

Given the previous state of the parameters, (θ�(!T�), Σ�(!T�), ��� !,(!T�)), we generate 

a new state as follows: first, sample (θ�, Σ�)(�) ~ Bw�h PB�(!T�), ��(!T�), 3�(!T�), ��(!T�)Q, 

where B�(!T�), ��(!T�), 3�(!T�), ��(!T�)
 are all from the previous state intermediate 

components from the FFBS algorithm. Then sample Y�� !,(!) ~ w P��#|¥,(!), Σ�#|¥,(!)Q, where 

��#|¥,(!), Σ�#|¥,(!)
 are calculated based on the current state of (θ�, Σ�)(�). This sequence of 

state converge to the joint posterior distribution of (θ�, Σ� , ��� !) after a large number of 

iterations.  
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4. Simulation 

In this chapter, a simulation study is conducted to check the validity and the 

performance of the algorithm. To mimic as closely as possible the application of the 

algorithm to the actual stock price data, all of the data used in this chapter was 

generated based on the stock price index data.   

4.1 Simulation Design 

The actual stock data with missing values will be notated as ZY, and the 

simulated data which mimics the actual data is denoted as CY. This section details how 

CY was simulated.  

Using ZY, run the algorithm preliminarily and get {θ�}, {Σ�} and {Y�8��} estimated. 

Averaged values from the preliminary estimation of parameters, {��¬ } and {Σ�¬ }, are used 

as the “true” parameters:  

θ®,� =  ¯ °¯±��¬ ² ³´G 

Σ®,� =  ¯ °¯±Σ�¬ ²³´G 

 Using �®,� and Σ®,�, generate complete data set CY according to the 

observational Equation (2) in the multivariate dynamic linear model:  

CY� = �µ¶,� + u�, u�~w90, g� ∗ Σµ¶,�; 

 

Initial vague prior was set according to Prado and West (2010) as m� = 0, �� =
100, 3� = 20, D� = 20 ∗ 1*¤4(�). The known multiplicative scalar V�  and column 
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covariance matrix (in this code, a scalar) W� are both the absolute values of what are 

sampled from normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The 

discounting factor was set as β = 0.99. S, the number of simulation is 10000 and initial 

1000 iteration was taken out as a Burn-in. 

ZY and the CY of the first time series chain (S&P 500) are graphically presented 

in Figure 2. It can be seen that the simulated, complete data CY successfully mimicked 

the actual data ZY with no missing values in it. We will use this CY as a “complete data” 

to test how well the imputation algorithm works.  

 

 

Figure 2: Time series plot of ZY and CY of S&P 500 
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4.2 Measurement of a performance of the imputation 

For an imputation algorithm, the performance of it is assessed based on the 

closeness of imputed values to true values. In this sense, two error-based measurements 

were chosen to evaluate the quality of MI: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and 

Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE).  

Throughout this thesis, simulated outputs are denoted with hat, i.e. ���¹ �, whereas 

corresponding true values are denoted without hat. In the model, the sizes of Y = {��:V} 

is (T × R) and the size of  �D is (T ×  R ×  S ×  M), each dimension stands for time (T),  the 

number of time series chain (R), the number of iteration (S), and the number of 

imputations (M).   

 

First, the error of simulated values is defined as such:  

»¶�,�,!,� = �D�,�,!,� − ��,� 

�D�,�,!,� is [t, r, s, m]�¼ element of  �D. Scales of each stock index are all different, so 

all the measurements are calculated for specific time series chains.  

 

RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) 

RMSE®� = ¾¯ ¿¯ °¯ °9»¶�,�,!,�;a´V´³ÀG 

RMSE¶�  is squared-rooted  MSE, which is squared errors, averaged across times, 

iterations and imputations in time series r. Initial 1000 draws are discarded as a burn-in 
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and according to Rubin’s combination rule, averaging across M imputation was done to 

draw a combined inference  

  

NRMSE (Normalized Root Mean Square Error) 

 

NRMSE is RMSE divided by the range of the values. Unlike MSE and RMSE, it is 

scale-free and often expressed as a percentage. The lower the NRMSE are, the smaller 

the degree of deviation from the true value.  

NRMSE¶� =  �B�¯¶�max �� − min �� 

 

NRMSE¶�  is RMSE®�  divided by the range of Y� for each time series.  

 

4.3 Simulation study Result  

To test the imputation algorithm, the study checked the overall performance of 

imputation and the point-wise examination of the in-sample prediction performance of 

the algorithm.  

 

Overall Trend Trends of CY and simulated data set from the imputation algorithm were 

compared. Of CY, 20% were made to be randomly missing values, denoted as CY8��. 

Using this data set with missing data, the study ran the imputation algorithm M = 5 
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times, each m�¼ imputation contained S = 10000 iterations. The simulated, complete data 

set is notated as SY and its size is (T ×  R ×  S ×  M). SY is evaluated based on the 

difference between CY and SY, and the difference between Θ and simulated Θ¹ from the 

algorithm.  

 Presented below are the time series plot of CY and the averaged SY of the 

first time series chain (S&P 500). The results of the rest of the four time series chains can 

be found in Appendix A. Averaging in SY is done in element-wise across the iteration 

after burn-in for each m�¼ imputation of one time series chain, and then averaged again 

across the M = 5 number of imputations.  In Figure 3, it can be seen that SY clearly shows 

a high degree of co-movement with CY with small errors.  

 

Figure 3: Time series plot of CY and SY of NIKKEI 225 
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To see the exact error, three error-based measurements were used and are 

provided in Tables 3 and 4. The following table is the result from a simulation study for 

each M = 5 imputation of theta and Y. As it can be seen in Table 3 and Table 4, RMSE 

and Normalized RMSE are both pretty low, indicating that the imputation algorithm 

works well.  

Table 2: Deviation of SY to CY 

 S&P 500 NIKKEI 225 Hang Seng FTSE DAG 

ÃÄÅÆÇÈ 2.492 0.486 6.199 11.175 32.207 

NRÄÅÆÇÈ 0.011 0.025 0.010 0.005 0.014 

 

Table 3: Deviation of LVCF to CY 

 S&P 500 NIKKEI 225 Hang Seng FTSE DAG 

ÃÄÅÆÇÈ 9.306 0.927 18.445 92.730 92.101 

NRÄÅÆÇÈ 0.041 0.049 0.030 0.047 0.040 

 

In-sample predictability  In this section, we check the in-sample predictability of our 

algorithm. The motivation of this study is to cope with the missing values in the stock 

markets that are closed on holidays. By imputing these missing values, we can more 

closely guess the opening price for the following day than we can by predicting based 

on data from the day before holiday. Values from the following day of missing data 

were inspected as to test the in-sample predictability. For example, the U.S. stock market 

closes on December 25th for Christmas, so there exists missing values for that day. Our 
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purpose is to see how closely the imputation algorithm simulated the data on December 

26th, assuming that we don’t have any information after December 25th. The day of 

missing values is denoted as time t, which is the holiday: the stock price on Christmas 

Eve is Y�T�; the stock price on Christmas day is Y�, which is missing in our original data 

ZY; finally the stock price on the December 26th is Y���, which is assumed to be 

unknown.  

According to our model, we can predict Y��� based on the observational equation 

(1) and the evolutional equation (2). If Y� is missing, Y��� is predicted based on Y�T�:  

Y��� =   ���� + u��� 

    = Y�T� − u�T� + Ω� + Ω��� + u���                                            (3) 
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However, if we have Y� imputed, denoted as Y� �, Y��� is predicted as such:  

Y��� =   ���� + u��� 

= θ� + Ω��� + u��� 

= Y� � − u� + Ω��� + u���                                             (4) 

 

Values were compared in three cases: the “Oracle Truth (OT),” the actual stock 

price Y���,  the “Imputed by the Algorithm (IA),” which is the prediction made based on 

the Y� � by the algorithm, denoted as Y���ÉÊ  and “Last Value Carried Forward (LVCF)” 

case, which is the prediction made based on the ��T�, denoted as Y���ËÌÍÎ. For this 

simulation study, CY was used again as the complete data set. CY�,� and CY�,�8�� are (t, i) 

elements of CY and CY8��, respectively. For each missing value in CY, three values are 

assessed through error-based measurements (RMSE and NRMSE) for each time series 

chain.  

Using CY8��, we ran the imputation algorithm M = 5 times, each m�¼ imputation 

containing S = 10000 iterations and generate SY. Note that Y�,�,�,8 �  is the 

[t, i, s, m]�¼ element of SY. If CY�,�8��is missing, save CY���,� as the “Oracle Truth”. If  CY���,�8��  

is missing as well, save CY��a,�.  For “Imputed by the Algorithm,” we calculated the 

value according to Equation (4):  

Y���,�,�,8ÏÐ = Y�,�,�,8 � − u�, ,!,� + Ω���, ,!,� + u���, ,!,� 
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Observational errors ν� and ν��� are distributed as w(0, g� ∗ Σ�) and 

w(0, g��� ∗ Σ���), respectively in each iteration and each imputation. “Last Value Carried 

Forward” values can be calculated with Equation (3): 

Y���,�,�,8ÑÒÓÔ = CY�T�,�,�,8 − u�T�, ,!,� + Ω�,�,�,8 + Ω���, ,!,� + u���, ,!,� 

Here, evolution errors Ω� and Ω��� are sampled from Bw(0, h� , Σ�) and 

Bw(0, h���, Σ���), respectively. For each iteration, and for each imputation, the 

deviation of “Imputed by Algorithm” and “Last Value Carried Forward” to the “Oracle 

Truth” is calculated, and then averaged across iterations and imputations.  

 

Table 4: RMSE of “Imputed by Algorithm” and “Last Value Carried Forward” 

to “Oracle truth” 

RMSE S&P 500 NIKKEI 225 Hang Seng FTSE DAG 

IA 10.649 2.582 70.751 192.308 163.764 

LVCF 19.321 3.660 82.463 225.009 273.854 

 

 

Table 5: NRMSE of “Imputed by Algorithm” and “Last Value Carried 

Forward” to “Oracle truth” 

NRMSE S&P 500 NIKKEI 225 Hang Seng FTSE DAG 

IA 0.130  0.290 0.355 0.257 0.135 

LVCF 0.236  0.411 0.414 0.301 0.226 

 

As we can see in Tables 4 and 5, IA is smaller than LVCF in both measurements 

for most of the time series. From this we can see that the imputation algorithm performs 
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well enough to achieve our original goal, predicting the stock price for the opening price 

after a holiday.  
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5. Application 

As it is mentioned in the introduction, the motivation of this thesis is to improve 

prediction on opening stock price index of the day after holiday. We applied the 

imputation algorithm to the actual stock price index data, which is same as that used in 

the simulation study.  

Stock price data used in this thesis is daily stock index from different stock 

markets, which are highly correlated to one another. The study chose the S&P 500 

(United States, “SPX”), Nikkei 225(Japan, “NEIKKEI”), Hang Seng Index (Hong Kong, 

“HKHS”), FTSE Index (United Kingdom, “FTSE”), and Deutsche Boerse AG German 

Stock Index (Germany, “DAG”). These stock indexes are chosen for their size and only 

one index is selected per each country.   

Daily stock index data during July through September of 2009 were collected 

from Bloomberg, resulting in T = 65 and R = 5. Note that market closings on weekends 

were not considered as missing in data. The real data, which contains missing values, 

will be notated as ZY. Approximately 2% of the observation points are missing. In the 

data we use, not many points are missing due to limited number of holidays, the 

algorithm shows good performance of imputation up to 20% as we can see in the 

simulation study result. Correlation between each stock index is provided in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Correlation between Stock Indexes 

 SPX NEIKKEI HKHS FTSE DAG 

SPX 1.000 0.906 0.926 0.985 0.989 

NEIKKEI 0.906 1.000 0.875 0.914 0.888 

HKHS 0.926 0.875 1.000 0.928 0.920 

FTSE 0.985 0.914 0.928 1.000 0.985 

DAG 0.989 0.888 0.920 0.985 1.000 

 

Most of settings are same as in the simulation studies in Chapter 4. Initial prior 

was set according to Prado and West(2010) as m� = 0, �� = 100, 3� = 20, D� = 20 ∗
1*¤4(�). The known multiplicative scalar V�  and column covariance matrix (in this 

code, a scalar) W� are both the absolute values of what are sampled from normal 

distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The discounting factor was set as β =
0.99. S, the number of simulation is 10000 and initial 1000 iteration was taken out as a 

Burn-in and M=5 times of imputations are taken. 

 

Overall Trend   In figure 4, the time series plot of Imputed values and original 

data are presented. During the period, three points are missing and all of them are 

imputed following the overall trend of original data.  
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Figure 4: Time series plot of Imputed Values and the Original data 

 

In-sample Predictability  In this section, in-sample predictability is presented, as it is 

done in the simulation studies in section 4.3. Instead of using CY, the real stock price ZY 

is used. The process is identical to that of simulation studies. Values are compared in 

three cases as in the simulation: the ‘Oracle Truth (OT)’, the ‘Imputed by the Algorithm 

(IA)’, and ‘Last Value Carried Forward (LVCF)’ case. For each missing value in ZY, ‘IA’ 

and ‘LVCF’ are assessed through error-based measurements (RMSE, and NRMSE) to the 

‘OT’ for each time series chain. Some of indices, Hang Seng and FTSE have very high 

errors compared to others. DAG do not have missing values during the period and 

Hang Seng and FTSE have only one missing values so NRMSE is not available.  
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Table 7: Errors of “Imputed by Algorithm” and “Last Value Carried Forward” 

to “Oracle truth” 

  Imputed by 

Algorithm  

Last Value Carried 

Forward 

RMSE 

S&P 500 1.324 26.388 

NEKKEI 3.838 5.443 

Hang Seng 141.594 157.605 

FTSE 86.355 289.748 

DAG NA NA 

NRMSE 

S&P 500 0.010 0.208 

NEKKEI 0.310 0.440 

Hang Seng 0.495 0.678 

FTSE 0.332 0.498 

DAG NA NA 
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6. Conclusion and Discussion 

Stock price changes very fast and continuously reflecting various information on 

each stock, firm and market environment. Therefore, even a day close of market results 

in information reflection gap to the opening stock index price. We believe this algorithm 

help this problem by taking autoregressive structure on prices and correlated 

information borrowed from other markets into account. As we can see from the 

simulation study, imputing missing values using the algorithm outperforms to using 

other methods such as Last Value Carried Forward. 

As we discussed previously, this multiple imputation algorithm can be used in 

many applications that deal with time series with missing values. Financial and 

economic data and biomedical data seem to be a good candidates since such data are 

usually highly correlated and exchangeable.  

 The imputation algorithm is based on the assumption of MAR so the algorithm 

is not applicable to data that contains systematic missing values. Missing values that 

exist in financial time series were generated due to a variety of reasons and in many 

cases, they are not missing at random. For example, for hourly stock data around the 

world, due to different time zones, some stock data exist as missing when a market is 

closed whereas on the other side of the world, the stock is traded and the price is 

observed. This type of missing data is not missing at random. The algorithm studied 
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here is not applicable to such types of missing data, making this a limitation of this 

study. 

 Another issue to overcome is the length of the time series. In this study, the 

length of the time series was T = 20, which is a quite short for time series, especially for 

daily data. With longer time series, due to evolution error, the preciseness will become 

lower. Future research should address these limitations.  
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